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the Turkish courts.    Eventually these were pardoned by
the sultan.
From these scenes of strife it is a relief to turn to one
of the most extraordinary social and religious phenomena
chronicled in history. For a month, beginning with July
24,1908, when the suspended constitution of 1877 was again
proclaimed, the various cults of the Turkish Empire forgot
their differences in what may be called, without any exaggera-
tion, a prolonged love-feast. In an ecstasy of relief at de-
liverance from the Inhuman autocracy of 'Abd-el-Harnid, the
antagonistic peoples found an unlooked-for bond. As vic-
tims of a common oppression they had suffered apart; they
now came together as sharers in a common joy. Stirred to
its very bottom, human nature in Turkey for once brought
only its best elements to the surface. Among foreign on-
lookers, optimists were triumphant; pessimists were for the
moment silenced. In the universal shouts of liberty, equal-
ity, and fraternity, the accent was at first on fraternity. The
manifestations were too natural and gay to be hysterical.
Every one was simply happy. Speaking generally, this car-
nival of joy was no epidemic. Rather it was manifested
by spontaneous outbursts occurring all over the empire at
the same time. At Constantinople people of all nationalities
fell on each others5 necks in the streets. Moslems joined
Christians in decorating the graves of massacred Armenians.
Banners and draperies were stretched over the narrow streets
of the old town of Beyrout; the pavements were strewn with
rugs; shops were temporarily supplied with furniture from
home, as an invitation to hospitality. In his exuberance,
one merchant publicly exhibited the pictures of his children.
Different districts vied with each other in entertaining the
rest of the city. Among the huge crowds there was nothing
but good-nature. No one was drunk. Pickpockets forgot
their trade. Rowdies became polite. A knot of people,
discussing the new spirit of religious equality at the street
corner, would hail two passers-by, a Greek priest and a
Moslem sheikh, and make them kiss each other, in dramatic
illustration of the subject. The Moslem roughs of the old
city, who had been in deadly feud with the Christian toughs

